Programme for Celebration 50 Years Porsche Carrera RS „Worldmeeting 2022“
After many requests of participants of the Carrera RS „World Meeting 2012“ the Porsche Club
Carrera RS is organizing the „Worldmeeting 2022“ for the 50th anniversary of the iconic
Carrera RS 2.7 on the 04.-07.08.2022.
The Programme:
Thursday 04.08.

Friday 05.08.

Arrival at the Eventhotel Mawell-Resort , Langenburg
https://www.mawell-resort.de/ book for 2 nights until Saturday 06.08.
Registration, Welcome Drink, individual dinner

Tour with Roadbook into the Hohenlohe area with guided tours in the
scenic city of Rothenburg ob der Tauber

In the evening: exclusive barbecue event at the Mawell Resort

Saturday 06.08.
Breakfast at Mawell Resort and check-out
Book overnight Saturday/Sunday at Abacco Hotel Münchingen https://www.abaccohotels.com
booking link:
https://fideliosuite8webconnect.com/ABACCO/inquiry.aspx?date=18.05.2022&nights=1&adults=1
&rooms=1
11:00h Start to Zuffenhausen on scenic roads to the Porsche Museum
13:00 to 16:00h Guided tours in the Porsche Museum with Roland Kussmaul and Wolf-Hendrik
Unger. They will talk about their experiences with various cars on display (e.g.. 959 Paris Dakar)

Subsequently drive to Weissach to the club area of the FLB („Freunde Luftgekühlter
Boxermotoren“, vintage car club of Porsche employees )

There will be a proper barbecue with subsequent picture and video shows in the well decorated
clubroom. Porsche time witnesses from the racing department will tell the stories of their most
exciting experiences. These people are invited and intend to join us: Herbert Linge, Peter Falk,
Günter Steckkönig, Hans Clausecker, Roland Kussmaul, Wolf-Hendrik Unger etc.
Afterwards there will be a shuttle to the Abacco hotel.
After breakfast next day the cars will be collected again at Weissach and there will be the farewell
to drive home on Sunday.
Due to organizational reasons the event will be restricted to 30 cars.
Our goal is to gather as many as possible original 2.7 „ducktails“ , that also have priority for the
registration.
Eligible for participation are the aircooled RS: 2.7RS, 964RS and 993RS. If there are more than 30
applications there will be a waiting list.
The entry fee for 1 car with 2 people is 650 Euros (RS-Clubmembers 550Euro)
Included in the entry fee are the following services for one car with 2 persons:
Organisation by the Porsche Club Carrera RS with all affiliated paperwork, roadbook and various
presents, civil responsibility insurance.
04.08.: Evening welcome drink in the Mawell-Resort
05.08.: Roadbook for the Hohenlohe tour and guided city tours in Rothenburg ob der Tauber,
Exklusive evening barbecue event in the Mawell-Resort
06.08.: Roadbook for the scenic drive from Langenburg to Stuttgart,
Entry and parking in the Porsche Museum. Discerning guided tours with former Porsche
racing engineers.
Barbecue and evening with Porsche racing engineers at the FLB premises in Weissach.

There are reduced room-rates available in the event-hotel Mawell-Resort https://www.mawellresort.de (recommended for ultimate comfort) or alternatively at Hotel Schloss Döttingen
https://www.schloss-doettingen.de/ .
They can be booked independantly by the participants using the keyword „Carrera RS event“.
In both hotels there are guarded parking spaces available.

Contact:
wolf.hendrik.unger@gmail.com
g.kurzenberger@porsche-carrera-rs.de

